
Descriptive Statistics

Continue within another topic of the Descriptive Statistics:

Measures of Central Location / Central Tendecny

- A measure of Central Tendency describes a set of data by identifying the central position in the data set as a single value (It

indicates where the center or the most typical value of the variable lies in collected set of measurements).

- Measures of center are often referred to as averages, which use to compare between the dataset values by adopting single

value lies between higher and lower date set values. Also, it considers a representative sample value for a specific population

such as a single value (Average) represents the annual rainfall average for 50 years values of annual averages.

- There are three kinds of averages of a data set; Mean, Median and Mode. In different cases some measures are more

appropriate to use than other.

- Median and Mean apply only to quantitative data, whereas the mode can be used with either quantitative or qualitative data.

1) Mean (Arithmetic Mean) is the most common measure of central tendency. It is simply the sum of the numbers divided by

the number of numbers. It is the point in a distribution of measurements about which the summed deviations are equal to

zero. When talking about an average, most often we referring to the mean. The symbol “μ” is used for the mean of a

population, while the symbol “ x� " or "M” used for the mean of a sample.
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Solution:

Case (2) Find the mean of the sample data: 2 -1 0 2

The sample mean of a set of n sample data is the number x� defined by the formula:

It is used the lowercase n to denote the number of measurements in a sample, which is called the sample size.

Solution:

��        �� � ��  �!  �"  ⋯ �$
$

= 0.75



Case (3) Find the sample mean for a random sample of ten measurements (x).

1.90 3.00 2.53 3.71 2.12 1.76 2.71 1.39 4.00 3.33
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Solution:

Case (4) A random sample of 19 students gave the following data, X is the number of failure to pass the course and f is the

frequency (the number of times that occurred in the data set). Find the sample mean…

Solution:

In the case (4) above, the data are presented by the frequency table. Each number in the first line of the table is a number that

appears in the data set; the number below it is how many times it occurs. This means that three students in the sample have had

no failure of course pass, six have had exactly one time of failure, and so on. The explicit list of all the observations in this data

set is therefore
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The population mean of a set of N population data is the number μ defined by the formula:



Mean for grouped data can be calculated used the midpoints of the classes.

Case (5) For the following frequency distribution find the mean?
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Class boundaries Frequency

5.5 – 10.5 1

10.5 – 15.5 2

15.5 – 20.5 3

20.5 – 25.5 5

25.5 – 30.5 4

30.5 – 35.5 3

35.5 – 40.5 2

n = 20

- Find the midpoints of each class such as:

- Multiply each midpoint by the frequency for each class such as:

- Find the summation of f . Xm

- Finally divide the summation of f . Xm by the sample size or number of

measurements (n or N).

�% � 5.5  10.5
2 � 8            10.5  15.5

2
�  13      and so on… . 

1 · 8 � 8               2 · 13 � 26                   and so on… .

Midpoint (Xm) f . Xm

8 8

13 26

18 54

23 115

28 112

33 90

38 76

1 � ∙ �3 � 490



2) Median
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The median is another concept of average. It is the halfway point in a data set of sample, which can be adopted to find the

Outlier data within data set. To find the median first; the data must be arranged in order and then find the value locates in the

center of sample size. It has been denoted by

Case (6) The number of precipitation times in Basra over last seven years is

10, 7, 9, 14, 12, 10, and 8. Find the median?

Solution:

1. Arrange the data in order:

7, 8, 9, 10, 10, 12, 14

2. Select the middle value

7, 8, 9, 10, 10, 12, 14

Median

Outlier data 

(Anomalies) 

Raw Data set
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When there is an even number of values in the data set, the median will fall between two given values as illustrated in the

following examples.

Case (7) The number of cloudy days for the top ten cloudiest cities is shown. Find the median?

209, 223, 211, 227, 213, 240, 240, 211, 229, 212

Solution:

209, 211, 211, 212, 213, 223, 227, 229, 240, 240

56 � 213  223
2 � 218

Median

The population median is defined in similar way of sample median



The relation between the mean and the median for

several common shapes of distributions is shown by

the figures below:

- Figures (a and b) show symmetric distributions of

Relative Frequency Histograms. Noted the mean

and the median are equal.

- Figure (c) shows skewed right. The mean has been

pulled to the right of the median by the long

“right tail” of the distribution, the few relatively

large data values.

- Figure (d) shows Skewed left. The mean has been

pulled to the left of the median by the long “left

tail” of the distribution, the few relatively small

data values.
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3) Mode
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The sample mode of a set of sample data is the most frequently occurring value. The population mode is defined in a similar way.

On a relative frequency histogram, the highest point of the histogram

corresponds to the mode of the data set. Figure below shows the Mode.

Case (8) The following data represent the rainy days for the last five years

over Iraq. Find the mode?

8, 9, 9, 14, 8, 8, 10, 7, 6, 9, 7, 8, 10, 14, 11, 8, 14, 11

Solution

Arrange the data in order

6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 11, 11, 14, 14, 14

The mode equals to 8

For any data set there is always exactly one mean and exactly one median.

This need not be true of the mode; several different values could occur with the highest frequency. It could even happen that

every value occurs with the same frequency, in which case the concept of the mode does not make much sense.
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Case (9) Find the mode of evaporation data set over Basra along 12 months.

110, 713, 451, 740, 200, 118, 622, 977, 103, 752, 111, 634

Solution

Arrange the data in order

103, 110, 111, 118, 200, 451, 622, 634, 713, 740, 752, 977 ….. Since each value occurs only once, there is no mode. 

Case (10) Find the mode for the following data: -1    0      2       0  

Solution

Arrange the data in order …….. -1, 0, 0, 2 …. The mode is 0

Case (11) Find the mode for the following data: 

Solution

The two most frequently observed values in 

the data set are 1 and 2.Therefore mode is a set of two values: {1,2}.

 The mode is a measure of central location since most real-life data sets have more observations near the center of the data

range and fewer observations on the lower and upper ends. The value with the highest frequency is often in the middle of the

data range.

 The mean, the median, and the mode each answer the question “Where is the center of the data set?” The nature of the data

set, as indicated by a relative frequency histogram, determines which one gives the best answer.

X 0 1 2 3 4

f 3 6 6 3 1
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The mode for grouped data can be shown by the following case. It is called Modal Class.

Case (12) Find the modal class for the following frequency distribution:

Class boundaries Frequency

5.5 – 10.5 1

10.5 – 15.5 2

15.5 – 20.5 3

20.5 – 25.5 5

25.5 – 30.5 4

30.5 – 35.5 3

35.5 – 40.5 2

More frequently Modal Class

4444)))) The midrange

The midrange is a rough estimate of the middle. It is found by adding the lowest and highest values in the data set and dividing

by 2. It is very rough estimate of the average and can be affected by one extremely high or low value.

57 � 8�9��� :�8;�  ℎ<=ℎ��� :�8;�
2
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